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Sport in Australia

2008-08-28

this is the first single volume book to deal comprehensively with australia s sporting life it covers the history of a range of

individual sports in australia including cricket horse racing netball rowing tennis lawn bowls swimming surfing and the various

football codes the book demonstrates the central role of sports in australian popular culture and shows the ways in which

sports reflect changing australian society

Sport in Australasian Society

2013-01-11

as sydney prepares to host the 2000 olympic games this study assesses the cultural impact of sport on the australasian

countries here as in other parts of the world sport is taken as an assertion of both individual and group identity a

demonstration of modernity and a source of personal local and regional esteem this collection explores the political social and

aesthetic influence of modern sport attitudes to the body and the evolution of specific australasian visions of sport

The Australian World

2000

australians are often said to be obsessed with sport and playing and watching sport have long been regarded as national

pastimes this book is an innovative and exciting study of the political economic social and cultural role that sport has played

in australia since european settlement

Sport in Australian History

1997

australia is only a small player in the world s political and economic landscapes yet for many decades it has been considered

to be a global powerhouse in terms of its sporting successes in conjunction with this notion the nation has long been

portrayed as having a preoccupation with sport this labelling has been seen as both a blessing and a curse those who value

a bourdieuian view of culture bemoan sport s centrality to the national imagination and the consequent lack of media

coverage funding and prestige accorded to the arts other scholars question whether the popular stereotype of the australian

sportsperson is in fact a myth and that instead australians are predominantly passive sport consumers rather than active

sport participants australian sport through its successes on the field of play and in advancing sport coaching and

management has undergone a revolution as both an enabler of global processes and as subject to its influences economic

political migratory etc this book will examine the shifting place of australian sports in current global and local environs from

the perspective of spectators players and administrators this book was previously published as a special issue of sport in

society
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Information Resources on Sport in Australian Society

1992

this book explains the nature of sport in contemporary australia by looking at cultural influences such as economic life politics

the media science and education the power relationships which consequently develop between groups in society are also

discussed the author teaches in anthropology and sociology at the university of queensland

Australian Sport

2013-10-18

the oxford companion to australian sport appears in a revised updated and greatly expanded new edition produced by the

australian society for sports history this is the first authoritative and encyclopedic reference work on all sports played in

australia it provides a comprehensive overview of the history and character of the innumerable codes that constitute the

australian sporting character all sports are covered not just the major ones like cricket australian rules lawn tennis and horse

racing the companion offers succinct and informative entries on famous sportsmen and women and on major institutions

competitions and venues the companion also offers thematic essays on crucial aspects of the history culture and

professionalization of sport in australia for the first time readers have access to biographies of sporting champions from

different codes all of whom rub shoulders in this literary pantheon for the second edition the editors have commissionedfour

major new thematic essays coaching disabled sportsmen and women regionalism and the olympic winter games seven more

sports have been added badminton bicycle racing curling fives petanque ring bowls and surfing along with 38 additional clubs

the second edition boasts 240 new biographies one of its major features is a list of lists which provides full details about

major competitions such as the stawell gift davis cup finals the sydney to hobart yacht race the sheffield shield brownlow

medallists to name just a few of the lists contained in this appendix greatly expanded and offering a readable cultural history

of australian sport the oxford companion to australian sport is essential reading for sportsmen and women administrators

journalists and sports followers

Sport in Australian Society

1987

a highly regarded text on the intersection of mass media and sports first published 1987 this edition with new foreword 2013

this book is a brief introductory inquiry that in the early chapters provides a broad historical overview of the development

since the early nineteenth century of modern spectator sports and mass communications each of which began as distinctive

and emerging forms of leisure and popular entertainment in subsequent chapters the book proceeds to examine their

progressively intertwined and by the middle of the 20th century increasingly symbiotic relationship described as a match

made in heaven a strategic and financially attractive alliance that ultimately proved irresistible to both parties with the

emergence and global spread of broadcast television services
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No Pain, No Gain?

1991

for many australians there are two great passions sport and taking the piss this book is about national identity and especially

about australia s image as a sporting country whether reverent or not any successful national image has to reflect something

about the reality of the country but it is also influenced by the reasons that people have for encouraging particular images and

by the conflicts between differing views of national identity and of sport buffeted by these elements both the extent of

australian sports madness and the level of stirring have varied considerably over time while many refer to long lasting factors

such as the amount of sunshine this book argues that the ebb and flow of sporting images are strongly linked to current

views of national identity starting from archer s win in the first melbourne cup in 1861 it traces the importance of trade unions

in the formation of australian rules the success of a small rural town in holding one of the world s foremost running races and

the win from behind of a fat arsed wombat knocking off the official mascots of sydney 2000 this book was based on a special

issue of soccer and society

The Imaginary Grandstand

2002-04

australia has long been regarded as a paradise of sport but few have questioned why when and how was this sporting

paradise established who created it and for whom richard cashman s paradise of sport explores the rise of organized sport in

australia and advances many reasons why sport became so dominant australian society was deeply influenced by the games

cult inherited from britain strategically located land was found for sporting venues in the new cities reinforcing sport s lofty

status abundant waterways and superb beaches encouraged this fascination australia s prosperity after the gold rush led to

an elaborate sporting culture which included grand stadiums racecourses gymnasiums swimming pools and golf links sport

represented a kind of social unifier binding new communities neighbourhoods suburbs and country towns every paradise

presupposes its hell if australia became a sporting utopia it was more so for certain australians men rather thanwomen anglo

celtic australians rather than immigrants and aborigines sizeable numbers of women and men came to resent the dominance

of sport in australia many intellectuals believe that australians preoccupation with sport has been detrimental richard cashman

disagrees and contends that sport is central to the business of being australian believing that nothing will be gained by

deriding or ignoring sport the theatre of the masses he contends that sport like politics and business needs to be scrutinized

historicized and understood

Making Histories, Making Memories

2006

according to the australian bureau of statistics outdoor soccer was the second most popular organized sport for australian

children after swimming it far outstripped the popularity of the three other football codes that are played in australia rugby

league rugby union and australian rules football yet the soccer participation phenomenon in australia is matched neither by

the media coverage of the game in these countries nor by the academic interest in the game with a few notable exceptions in
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academic sports history the game of soccer remains understudied in comparison with the other football codes and apart from

some interest that is generated by world cup campaigns the media coverage of soccer is largely marginalized and becomes

most emphasized when reporting on aspects of hooligan crowd behaviour this book investigates some of the ways that

soccer has been maintained as marginal to australian identity and why the sport remains vitally important to some

marginalized groups within these communities this book was previously published as a special issue of sport in society

The Oxford Companion to Australian Sport

1994

sport is one of australia s major industries as well as one of our most popular pastimes from council playing fields to olympic

competition sport is highly organised and structured sport management in australia provides a comprehensive overview of the

organisation of sport in australia it outlines trends in participation the role of government and private organisations different

models of delivering sporting services and the benefits and drawbacks of increasing commercialisation fully revised and

updated this fifth edition includes coverage of a wider range of sporting events deeper coverage of corporate sport

organisations and new material on both mass participation in sport and elite sport and also on the contribution sport makes to

society drawing on examples and comparisons from countries around the world and with extended case studies sport

management in australia is the indispensable starting point for anyone embarking on a career in sport management

Playing For Keeps

2018-11-01

australians have invested an enormous amount of emotional and physical capital in their sporting systems and structures

while australian sport has many times been dissected from a historical and cultural perspective there is little detailed analysis

of sport s relationship with government the book focuses on sport policy and examines the ways in which government has

affected the development of australian sport since 1919 the text identifies the political economic and cultural context in which

policies were set and examines critical policy shifts the book also provides a strong theoretical foundation by first discussing

the underlying principles of policy formulation and second the rationale for government intervention in national sport it

includes a number of sport policy case studies with particular attention to the following topics elite and community sport

development trends in participation and sport fan preferences problems in attracting young people to sport participation

improving the management systems of sporting bodies government policy on sport broadcasting tools for evaluating sport

policy providing a unique blend of theory history and practice this text provides an essential foundation for sport policy

analysis and will be read by students of sport studies and sport management as well as professionals with an interest in sport

development

Sport in Australian National Identity

2013-09-13

australia s game is the definitive history of australian football tracing the evolution of the game from its earliest rudimentary
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forms in the period preceding the first recorded game in 1858 to the totally professional game of the modern era the authors

all passionate about the history of australian football have provided readers with the fine detail of every important evolutionary

point in the game s development in every state and territory australia s game also explores historical afl issues including a

deeper discussion on australian women in the afl as both supporters and players as well as new evidence on the theory that

the game was developed as an offshoot of an aboriginal game the book traces the pathway to the national game including

forensic detail on how the victorian football league on its knees in the eighties with several clubs on the verge of bankruptcy

made the bold step to creating the monolithic national league

Paradise of Sport

1995

this study of football in australia since the 1880s puts the modern evolution of the game into context by discovering or

rediscovering the pioneering links with other football playing countries and the domestic developments which led to the

current state of play

The Containment of Soccer in Australia

2013-10-31

published to mark the career of one of sports history s pioneers this book traces the evolution of sport across three continents

it brings together some of sports history s leading scholars to investigate not only the history of sport but also how that history

is written this festschrift marks the retirement of professor wray vamplew an internationally renowned leader in the field of

sports history his 1976 book the turf was one of the very first academic histories of sport and he has been a prolific writer

scholar and teacher for almost forty years no one has played such an important role in the field of sports history across north

america europe and australia president of the australian australian society of sports history assh the british society of sports

history bssh the european committee for the history of sport cesh and the international society for the history of physical

education and sport ishpes vamplew is currently editor of the north american society for sports history s nassh journal the

journal of sport history this collection reflects his interests and his appeal across the three continents the essays deal with

sport in america australia britain and ireland and focus on the themes of national and regional identity gender trade unionism

in sport and historiographical debates it is essential reading for anyone who wants to understand the history of sport and how

it is studied today this book was published as a special issue of sport in history

Sport Management in Australia

2020-07-16

sport and war have been closely linked in australian and new zealand society since the nineteenth century sport has variously

been advocated as appropriate training for war lambasted as a distraction from the war effort and resorted to as an escape

from wartime trials and tribulations war has limited the fortunes of some sporting codes and some individuals while others

have blossomed in the changed circumstances the chapters in this book range widely over the broad subject of australian
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and new zealand sport and their relation to the cataclysmic world wars of the first half of the twentieth century they examine

the mythology of the links between sport and war sporting codes groups of sporting individuals and individual sportspeople

revealing complex and often unpredictable effects of total wars upon individuals and social groups which as always created

chaos and the sporting field offered no exception this book was originally published as a special issue of the international

journal of the history of sport

Australian Sport - Better by Design?

2004-10-28

sport in australian drama first published in 1992 provides an intelligent view of australian society at play

Australia's Game

2021-09-29

youth sport in australia explores the history and policy development of youth sport in the australian context the role of sport

and physical education in private and public schools the book investigates the conflict between elite and grassroots sport and

its repercussions on policymaking and youth involvement in sport

Crowd Violence at Australian Sport

1992

sports law introduces the body of law that governs all sporting activities in australia from the local clubs to the professional

commercial leagues examining the areas of law that apply to sport such as tort criminal liability contract intellectual property

marketing trade and competition supported by contemporary examples and discussions the third edition explores recent

events such as the asada investigation into the use of supplements by the essendon football club and highlights key issues of

importance in sport such as concussion gambling governance and doping this text presents complex legal concepts in clear

and engaging language offering a comprehensive analysis of australian and international sports law and helps students

understand how the law applies to sporting activities with end of chapter discussion questions and hypothetical scenarios new

to this editionexpanded coverage of governance and doping including discussion of the 2015 world anti doping codenew

topical cases and discussion of recent controversies in australian and international sportsupdated case examples and

discussion questions to assist with assessment preparationfully updated to reflect major legislative changes

The World Game Downunder

2006

the indigenous peoples of australia have a proud history of participation and the achievement of excellence in australian

sports historically australian sports have provided a rare and important social context in which indigenous australians could

engage with and participate in non indigenous society today indigenous australian people in sports continue to provide
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important points of reference around which national public dialogue about racial and cultural relations in australia takes place

yet much media coverage surrounding these issues and almost all academic interest concerning indigenous people and

australian sports is constructed from non indigenous perspectives with a few notable exceptions the racial and cultural

implications of australian sports as viewed from an indigenous australian studies perspective remains understudied the media

coverage and academic discussion of indigenous people and australian sports is largely constructed within the context of

anglo australian nationalist discourse and becomes most emphasised when reporting on aspects of racial and cultural

explanations of indigenous sporting excellence and failures associated anomalous behaviour this book investigates the many

ways that indigenous australians have engaged with australian sports and the racial and cultural readings that have been

associated with these engagements questions concerning the importance that sports play in constructions of australian

indigeneities and the extent to which these have been maintained as marginal to australian national identity are the central

critical themes of this book this book was published as a special issue of sport in society

Sport as History

2013-09-13

this book the result of contributions from a wide range of sports writers officials and historians relates the fascinating history

of over 100 sports played in victoria since the 1830s it also covers the important events venues clubs and leagues which

characterise victoria s sporting culture published under the auspices of the australian society for sports history

Sport, War and Society in Australia and New Zealand

2018-02-02

sport is one of australia s major industries as well as one of our most popular pastimes from council playing fields to olympic

competition sport is highly organised and structured sport management in australia provides a comprehensive overview of the

organisation of sport in australia it outlines trends in participation the role of government and private organisations different

models of delivering sporting services and the benefits and drawbacks of increasing commercialisation fully revised and

updated this fifth edition includes coverage of a wider range of sporting events deeper coverage of corporate sport

organisations and new material on both mass participation in sport and elite sport and also on the contribution sport makes to

society drawing on examples and comparisons from countries around the world and with extended case studies sport

management in australia is the indispensable starting point for anyone embarking on a career in sport management

Sport in Australian Drama

1992-01-31

the australian society for sports history assh has always had significant links with the legal profession indeed the fourth

volume of the assh studies series games rules and the law edited by wray vamplew and published in 1987 was one of the

earliest books devoted to the nexus between sport and the law in an australian context it contained essays by noted

academics robert paddick hayden opie and j neville turner and at 49 pages was a slim if not concise collection of material
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Sport in Australia

1976

this volume examines the ways in which sport shapes the experiences of various immigrant and minority groups and in

particular looks at the relationship between sport ethnic identity and ethnic relations the articles in this volume are concerned

primarily with british american and australian sporting traditions and the themes covered include the consolidation of ethnic

identity in host societies through participation immigrant sports and exclusive sporting organizations assimilation into host

societies through participation in indigenous national sports and the construction by outsiders of separate ethnic identities

according to sporting criteria

Youth Sport in Australia

2011

from its very inception australia has been a derivative society first as part of the british empire and then soon after world war

ii what mosler considers the american empire and the new end of century americanized global culture this has meant that

australia has struggled to attain its own identity mosler explores that struggle for national independence a struggle that seems

to be doomed to failure according to mosler the reasons for this failure lie in australia s propensity to remain a recreational

culture a culture more attuned to pleasure and dependence than regimented hard work and the concomitant collective pattern

of national assertiveness the australian economy defense arrangements culture and psychology have been dominated by

other nations and transnational forces the prospects for the nation in the future appear to be somewhat grim unless this

historical pattern of dependence and lack of respect indeed almost contempt for national institutions is reversed a provocative

analysis that will be of interest to scholars students researchers and anyone interested in australian history and contemporary

life and culture

Sports Law

2018-02

delves beneath the narrow surface of sport and olympic games successes by critically examining the impacts of medal tallies

media coverage and the creation of olympic heroes or villains whether they be in athletics management or politics

Perspectives on Sport and Society

1997

for first year students in tertiary leisure studies programs both leisure studies and social science australian leisure 4e provides

an introduction to and analysis of a broadly defined concept of leisure it integrates australian and international knowledge so

that the book is an australian interpretation based largely on local sources but which engages with relevant international

research and theory this edition has been extensively reviewed and updated and includes new chapters on social networks

global cultures and events leisure is not just sport or the arts or outdoor recreation it is all these things and more including
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tourism gambling hobbies television watching entertainment play and doing nothing in particular the purpose of the text is to

illuminate leisure and its place in past present and future australian society the text is designed to lead students into the

subject and provide pointers to more detailed study through discussion questions and guides to further reading

All Part of the Game

1998

ian warren s research into sports crowd culture and management takes us in new directions first he is concerned with the

audience as an entity in context a situational and comparative approach indicates a variety of behaviours dependant upon a

complex interplay linking the nature of the sport the norms of the society and the characteristics of the fans second warren is

concerned with the sports crowd in its fullest sense in other words he is as much interested in why australian rules football

has no tradition of segregation as with why english football has developed a culture of ends and formal separation of rival

fans third warren broadens the scholarly debate to take much greater account of the duties and responsibilities of stadium

operators state police and private police in managing the environment of the sporting arena safely and responsibly

Indigenous People, Race Relations and Australian Sport

2016-05-06

the australian society for sports history studies 16 features two honours theses that highlight the importance of social history

in reconstructing conventional knowledge of developments in modern sports

Sport in Victoria

2015-08-01

Sport Management in Australia

2020

Essays in Sport and the Law

2008

Sporting Nationalisms

1998
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Australia, the Recreational Society

2002-01-30

Champions of Australia

2003

Beyond the Torch

2005

Power Play

1986-01

Australian Leisure

2015-05-20

Football, Crowds and Cultures

2003

Gender, Theory and Sport

2005
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